I. Theorem 1. // R is a right max ring, which is a right P.I.D., then R is simple.
Proof. Let dR be a two-sided ideal in R, and let Q be the classical right quotient ring of R. Let U C Q be given by U = U neN^~"R-Then (1) (a-h-1)"-1 £M but (a"1*.-1)"-1«-1 4M, or (2) a-\b~ la~ l)"-! e M but a~ \b~ la~ ')"" lb~ 1 = (a~ lb~ l)n 4 M.
If (1) hen, C/a" R « R/a"R, which we may assume to be semisimple by induction, so that R/a" R is.
Remarks.
(A) Proposition 2 may be proved under the hypothesis that R is a semiprime principal right ideal ring.
(B) Theorem 1 also works for a prime Goldie ring which is right principal since we only require that the ideal in question be generated by a regular element. f. so that Rpf, = Rf, and thus Rf, is simple.
We now show that the map H cannot be extended and'that Rf. is therefor a simple noninjective module. For, let (1) H = tf, and let tf Ax/) = Xld1+... +xydn. Then, /j =(/n + 1)W = /" + 1t/,so that /j =fn + 1tf1 or a contradiction.
